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U.S. fluclear Regulatory Commission .a
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1990 fl. California Boulevard ,\
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Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Subject: WPPSS f;UCLEAR PROJECTS 110S 3 & 5
IE BULLETIll NOS. 79-03
LONGITUDINAL WELD DEFECTS If1
STAltitESS STEEL PIPE SPOOLS

Reference:
Letter, D.L. Renberger to R.H. Engelken, same subject,da ted June 6,1979.

Dear Mr. Engelken:

WPPSS has recently received new information which modified its response )

to the subject IE Bulletin submitted to you in the reference letter ias follows: j
i

Gas strippers are used in the primary loop to remove dissolved |

gas from the primary coolant and process it to the waste gas I

Regenerative heat exchangers (one per |management system.

stripper) for the gas strippers incorporate ASME 312-TP304L pipe
manufactured by Youngstown Welding and Engineering Companyas follows:

Shell - 12 inch pige, design pressure is 250 psig, designtemperature is 325 F.

Channel - 12 inch pipe, design pressure is full vacuum to
80 psig design temperature is 325 F.
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Both strippers for WNP-3 and 5 have recently been delivered to the site.

A program for the one time volumetric examination of the longitudinal welds in
the above pipe is being developed to confirm that the ASME Section III acceptance
criteria have not been exceeded. A description of this and any plans for
corrective action which nay be required, will be submitted as they become
dVailable.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Very truly yours,

|7 |/c-LwbY7
D. L. REf'BERGER
Assistant Director - Technology

Dil:FJ:ds

cc: D Smithpeter, BPA
NRC, Office of Inspection & Enforcement,
Washington D.C.
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